Introduction
============

The mitochondrial genomes (mtDNA) of insects are usually double helical and circular molecules spanning 15--18 kb ([@evu265-B16]), though some exceptions exist where the mtDNA is divided into a variable number of mini-circles (e.g., [@evu265-B68]; [@evu265-B17]; [@evu265-B16]). Insect mtDNA usually contains 37 genes including 13 protein-encoding genes, 22 tRNAs and the small and large ribosomal RNAs ([fig. 1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@evu265-B16]). Some mtDNAs have more than 37 genes. This increased number is due to the occurrence of multiple contiguous copies of one or more tRNAs (e.g., *Apis florea*, [@evu265-B85]; [fig. 4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"}). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.---The PanGO and the distribution of GOs in the different orders of Insecta. The PanGO is linearized starting from *cox1*. The genes encoded on the α-strand (orientation from right to left in [fig. 1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"}) are represented in a light/deep green background, whereas those encoded on the β-strand (orientation from left to right in [fig. 1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"}) are depicted with a bright yellow/light brown background. The genes on the α-strand are underlined in green, whereas those on the β-strand are underlined in orange. Genes nomenclature: *atp6* and *atp8*: ATP synthase subunits 6 and 8; *cob*: apocytochrome b; *cox1-3*: cytochrome c oxidase subunits 1--3; *nad1-6* and *nad4 L*: NADH dehydrogenase subunits 1--6 and 4 L; *rrnS* and *rrnL*: small and large subunit ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes; X: transfer RNA (tRNA) genes, where X is the one-letter abbreviation of the corresponding amino acid, in particular L1 (CTN codon family) L2 (TTR codon family), S1 (AGN codon family) S2 (TCN codon family). The consensus phylogenetic tree depicts the phylogenetic relationships among the 30 existing orders forming the class Insecta. The tree was based principally on the papers of [@evu265-B80] and [@evu265-B61]. The orange branches denote uncertain relationships or possible nonmonophyly of terminal taxa. The orders with black names possess only the PanGO. The pink label for the order Zoraptera denotes that for this taxon, there are no complete mtDNA data currently available. The orders with a green label possess both PanGO as well as alternative GOs. The orders with red label have only GOs that are different from PanGO.

The insect mtDNA genes are encoded on both strands of DNA (referred to herein as the α- and β-strands). Genes can overlap, be adjacent or separated by intergenic spacers composed of a variable number of nucleotides. The major intergenic spacer that is always present is the Control Region (CR). The CR is variable in length (hundreds to thousands of base pairs) and contains the origin of replication for the mtDNA ([@evu265-B65]). It encodes the elements necessary to maintain the mtDNA; thus, it is important to take into account its position in the mtDNA sequence. Insect mtDNAs exhibit different gene orders (GOs). With respect to a reference GO, a gene can be transposed (i.e., moved to a different placement on the same strand), inverted (i.e., moved to the opposite strand but occupying the same placement in the mtDNA), or both inverted and transposed (a combination of the first two events). It is not completely understood how genes move, although various models have been proposed ([@evu265-B16]). An intramitochondrial recombination process is invoked to model gene inversion ([@evu265-B26]). Simple transposition can be explained by a duplication and random loss (drl) model ([@evu265-B55]; [@evu265-B10]), whereas the inverted transposition can be described through the combination of these two mechanisms. The global rearrangement pattern can be further analysed through a tandem duplication and random loss (TDRL) mechanism ([@evu265-B6]; [@evu265-B8]). According to [@evu265-B8], TDRL involves a tandem duplication of a continuous segment of genes such that the original segment and its copy are consecutive followed by the loss of one copy of each of the redundant genes.

Inversion, inversed transposition, and transposition are "reversible" rearrangements because they do not assign the changes a chronological order and, thus, cannot be used alone to define the plesiomorphic/apomorphic status of opposite transformational pathways (i.e., GO1--GO2 vs. GO2--GO1) occurring between two GOs. These rearrangements must be analysed in combination with phylogenetic information using out-group comparison (e.g., [@evu265-B59]). Conversely, TDRLs generate "generally irreversible" rearrangements and can be used to identify which of the transformational pathways listed above are plesiomorphic or apomorphic ([@evu265-B59]).

The 37 standard animal mitochondrial genes can be arranged in an astonishing number of GOs (i.e., 37! = 1.367 × 10^43^ or 38! if the CR is also included) provided that movement of every gene is equally probable ([@evu265-B16]). The huge potential number of different combinations means that the probability of the same GO occurring in distinct animal lineages is extremely low ([@evu265-B11]). According to this assumption, the chance of two mtDNAs, obtained from distantly related taxa, to share the same derived genome organization is only one in 2,664 ([@evu265-B27]).

Different GOs have proven to be highly diagnostic in defining animal groups at various taxonomic ranks. This aspect is well documented in the Chordata, a phylum for which a huge amount of data exists on mtDNAs. For example, GOs with diagnostic capability exist for Vertebrata, Marsupialia, and Crocodylidae, to name a few ([@evu265-B58]; [@evu265-B45]; [@evu265-B9]; [supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). In general, alternative GOs are potentially powerful molecular signatures with high diagnostic and phylogenetic capabilities ([@evu265-B12]; [@evu265-B11]).

At the onset of mtDNA genomics, the monophyly of Arthropoda received strong corroboration through the study of GOs ([@evu265-B13]). In addition, the sister-taxon relationship between Crustacea and Hexapoda (i.e., the clade Pancrustacea) was strongly supported by their exclusively shared GO (hereafter named PanGO; [fig. 1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@evu265-B14]).

Insects form the biggest group of living beings with a million species described and 1--5 millions still undescribed ([@evu265-B21]). They have a very long history, having emerged 410--420 Ma at the boundaries between Devonian and Silurian ([@evu265-B34]). Currently they are split into 30 orders ([@evu265-B80]), and the relationships among these orders are not fully resolved (see [@evu265-B80] and references therein). A consensus phylogeny for the whole class Insecta including the currently known distribution of GOs in the different orders is provided in [figure 1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"}. The PanGO is broadly distributed among insects. Indeed, 15 orders have only PanGO, while in seven orders, PanGO is still well represented or the most observed GO type (e.g., Diptera, Coleoptera; [@evu265-B16]; and references therein). Hemiptera, or rather the Homoptera suborder, departs from this pattern; other alternative GOs are the dominant type (e.g., [@evu265-B75]; [@evu265-B92], [@evu265-B93]). The same is true for Neuroptera in a manner described in more detail below. For Zoraptera, no data are available. Finally, seven orders only present GOs that are different from PanGO. They are listed in red in [figure 1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"}. For Dermaptera, Embioptera, Thysanoptera, and Strepsiptera, the available data are restricted to single or few mtDNAs that are complete or nearly complete (e.g., [@evu265-B67]; [@evu265-B19]; [@evu265-B44]; [@evu265-B84]). Thus, a better taxon sampling could reveal the presence of PanGO in these orders. Conversely, multiple mtDNAs have been sequenced for Psocoptera, Phtiraptera, and Hymenoptera, but PanGO has not yet been found (e.g., [@evu265-B17]; [@evu265-B87]; [@evu265-B39]; this article; see also [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online for further references dealing with Hymenoptera).

The class Insecta presents a broad array of alternative GOs other than PanGO that have a very uneven distribution ([fig. 1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@evu265-B16]). Many of these GOs are considered to be molecular signatures for various lineages ([@evu265-B16]). Several examples of these GOs, with a particular focus on those known for the mega-diverse clade Holometabola that encompasses the vast majority (∼85%) of Insecta ([@evu265-B34]), are described below ([figs. 3](#evu265-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online).

The clade Dytrisia accounts for more than 98% of the approximately 158,000 named species of Lepidoptera (i.e., butterflies and moths; [@evu265-B81]). All sequenced dytrisian mtDNAs (e.g., [@evu265-B66]; [@evu265-B78]) exhibit a transposition of *trnM* on the α-strand that creates the MIQ versus IQM arrangement (lep1GO in [fig. 3](#evu265-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Lep1GO is also present in Tischeriidae and Palaephatidae, two nondytrisian families that are considered to be sister taxa of Dytrisia ([@evu265-B78]). Conversely, the moths of the family Hepialidae, a nondytrisian group not closely related to Dytrisia, retain the PanGO ([fig. 3](#evu265-F3){ref-type="fig"}; [@evu265-B18]). Thus, taking into account the fossil records for the lepidopteran taxa listed above ([@evu265-B34]), the lep1GO emerged at least 120--110 Ma in the Cretaceous Period. A transposition of *trnC* on the β-strand creates a CW versus WC arrangement and is present in a major clade of Neuroptera, while other species retain the PanGO ([@evu265-B56]; [@evu265-B94]). Transposition of *trnD* on the α-strand, producing the DK versus KD arrangement, characterizes the suborder Caelifera within the Orthoptera ([@evu265-B32]). Transposition of *trnR* on the α-strand, generating the RA versus AR arrangement, differentiates the Culicidae mosquitos from other species of Diptera ([@evu265-B3]; [@evu265-B53]; [@evu265-B4]). Finally, the transposition on the β-strand of *trnP* downstream of *nad6* is characteristic of the beetles in the superfamily Dryopoidea ([@evu265-B79]). All of the GOs listed above are determined by the transposition of a single tRNA. Thus, movements are not equally probable among the mtDNA genes, as tRNAs are the most mobile. This behavior was recognized very early ([@evu265-B55]) and has been corroborated by successive studies. Different tRNAs move at different paces, and some of them moved along the same path in distinct phyletic lineages generating homoplastic rearrangements. The first reported example involved the *Locusta migratoria* (Orthoptera Caelifera) and *Apis mellifera* (Hymenoptera) that exhibit the same DK versus KD arrangement ([@evu265-B33]). However, when the complete GOs of the grasshopper and bee are compared, they are quite different ([supplementary fig. S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). Within Hymenoptera, the DK versus KD gene arrangement has appeared repeatedly in separate subclades ([@evu265-B23]) that exhibit otherwise different GOs (see below and [fig. 4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"}). In the Braconidae (Hymenoptera), inversion of *trnH* from the β- to the α-strand occurred multiple times ([@evu265-B22]). Species of Hymenoptera, one the four major insect orders including more than 150,000 species of ants, wasps, bees, and many others ([@evu265-B1]), are involved in all of the homoplastic rearrangements described above. This behavior reflects a high plasticity for rearrangements exhibited by the whole order that is considered to be a hotspot for mtDNA GOs ([@evu265-B23]; [@evu265-B28]; [@evu265-B24]; this article).

In this study, the complete mtDNA genomes of two ants, *Formica fusca* Linnaeus, 1758 (Formicidae Formicinae) and *Myrmica scabrinodis* Nylander, 1846 (Formicidae Myrmicinae), were sequenced and their GOs were compared with those known for the Hymenoptera as well as for other Insecta. These analyses provided interesting and surprising findings. In particular, the GO of *F*. *fusca* was identical to the GO of Dytrisia (the largest clade of Lepidoptera), which represents the first documented case of an identical GO shared by distinct groups of Insecta. Taking into account the time of appearance of this homoplastic rearrangement in ants and Lepidoptera, the event documented here is the oldest known example of convergent evolution in GOs for the whole animal kingdom. An analysis of GOs performed using new bioinformatic tools combined with a phylogenetic approach allowed for exploration into the evolution of the GO of Hymenoptera. Finally, we show that local and complete homoplastic rearrangements are common in the GOs of Insecta and, more generally, in animals. In addition, we provide suggestions for using GOs as molecular signatures. All of these findings are described in detail in the following sections.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Samples Collection Details and DNA Extraction
---------------------------------------------

Multiple specimens (20--30) of *F. fusca* and *M. scabrinodis* were collected from single nests (NIDO SCU-34, *F*. *fusc*a; NIDO SCU-30, *M*. *scabrinodis*) at: Prà bestemà 850 m.a.s.l., Prada, Monte Baldo, Verona, Italy (45 °38′50.27″N; 10 °45′24.98″E; 10-VIII-2012) by Antonio Scupola who also identified them. The samples were preserved in pure ethanol at 4 °C until DNA extraction.

Total DNA was extracted using the ZR Genomic DNA-Tissue Midiprep (Zymo Research corp.) Kit. DNA quality was assessed through electrophoresis. The DNA concentration was determined using the (high sensitivity) Qubit DNA quantification kit (Invitrogen, USA).

Mitochondrial Genome Sequencing
-------------------------------

The total DNAs, at a concentration of at least 100 ng/µl, were sent to the UCDAVIS Genome Center (<http://dnatech.genomecenter.ucdavis.edu/>, last accessed December 10, 2014; Davis University, California) to be sequenced using next-generation sequencing (NGS) Illumina HiSeq 2500 Rapid Run Mode---PE100 paired technology (see the UCDAVIS Genome Center for further details on the sequencing strategy). After the sequencing process 22,076,120 paired sequences were obtained for *F. fusca* and 27,105,798 sequences in pairs were obtained for *M. scabrinodis.*

Genome Assembly and Identification of the Full Length Mitochondrial Genome
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Global assembly of the NGS reads obtained for *F. fusca* and *M. scabrinodis* was accomplished with the CLC-BIO program: CLC Genomics Workbench v7.0.4 (<http://www.clcbio.com>, last accessed December 10, 2014). After a BLAST search ([@evu265-B2]; [@evu265-B74]), the sequences that had a high score match with mitochondrial genes (E 10^−20^) were fully annotated using the strategy described in the next section. Afterwards a single sequence for both *F*. *fusca* and *M*. *scabrinodis* covering at least 95% of the final full length mtDNA (see below) was selected as the template for successive assembly performed using the MITObim program ([@evu265-B36]). This second analysis provided a final assembly encompassing the full length mitochondrial genome (mtDNA) for both *F*. *fusca* and *M*. *scabrinodis*. Statistics on the final assemblies were calculated with Tablet software ([@evu265-B51]).

The full length sequences of both mtDNAs can be accessed from the EBI/GenBank (*F. fusca*, LN607805; *M. scabrinodis*, LN607806).

Mitochondrial Genome Annotation
-------------------------------

The annotation strategy applied to the newly sequenced mtDNAs was based on the guidelines provided by [@evu265-B46]. The nomenclature of genes and strands follows [@evu265-B57].

Initially, the mtDNA sequence was translated into putative proteins using the Transeq program available on the EBI website. The identity of these polypeptides was verified using the BLAST program ([@evu265-B2]; [@evu265-B74]) available at the NCBI website. The boundaries of genes were determined as follows. The 5′-ends of protein-coding genes (PCGs) were defined as the first legitimate in-frame start codon (ATN, GTG, TTG, GTT) in the open reading frame that was not located within an upstream gene encoded on the same strand. The only exception was *atp6*, which has been previously demonstrated to overlap with its upstream gene *atp8* in many mtDNAs ([@evu265-B91]). The PCG terminus was defined as the first in-frame stop codon that was encountered. When the stop codon was located within the sequence of a downstream gene encoded on the same strand, and a truncated stop codon (T or TA) adjacent to the beginning of the downstream gene was designated as the termination codon. This codon was thought to be completed by polyadenylation, thereby producing a complete TAA stop codon after transcript processing. Finally, pairwise comparisons with orthologous proteins were performed using the ClustalW ([@evu265-B76]) to better define the limits of the PCGs.

Regardless of the real initiation codon, a formyl-Met was assumed to be the starting amino acid for all proteins as has been previously shown for other mitochondrial genomes ([@evu265-B72]; [@evu265-B30]).

Transfer RNA genes were identified using the tRNAscan-SE program ([@evu265-B48]) or recognized manually as sequences having the appropriate anticodon and capable of folding into the typical cloverleaf secondary structure of tRNAs ([@evu265-B91]). The validity of these predictions was further enhanced by comparison, based on multiple alignment and structural information, to published orthologous counterparts.

The boundaries of the ribosomal *rrnL* and *rrnS* genes were determined by comparison to the orthologous counterparts present in the mtDNAs of the Hymenoptera species already sequenced, as well as structural information implied by direct modeling (data not shown).

Data Set Construction
---------------------

All partial or complete mtDNAs published or publically available, used in this article, were downloaded from GenBank or MetAmiga (<http://amiga.cbmeg.unicamp.br/>, last accessed December 10, 2014; [@evu265-B31]) and reannotated following the approach described above to produce very high-quality annotations.

Currently, fewer than 50 partial or complete mtDNAs of species belonging to the major lineages of Hymenoptera are available in GenBank (release August 25, 2014). For 26 mtDNAs (partial or complete) it was possible to unambiguously determine their complete GOs. Of these, 23 were used in all genomic comparisons, while the two Scelionids species, (*Idris* sp., KF696670 and *Ceratobaeus* sp. KF696669) (Hymenoptera; Apocrita, Platygastroidea, Scelionidae; [@evu265-B50]) and the sawfly *Allantus luctifer* (Hymenoptera; Tenthredinoidea Tenthredinidae) (KJ713152; Wej, Niu, et al. 2014), became available too late (July 18 and 29, 2014, respectively) to be fully considered in this article. However, their GOs were included in some pairwise comparisons with the GOs observed in ants.

The mtDNAs of a broad spectrum of Hexapoda were also analysed in this study (see [supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). However, most of these were used exclusively for the identification of the placement of *trnN* in ants (see following paragraph).

Placement of *trnN* in the mtDNAs of Ants
-----------------------------------------

Before this study, nearly complete or full length mtDNAs were available for six ant species (Formicidae, Hymenoptera, [supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online; [@evu265-B35]; [@evu265-B37]; [@evu265-B5]; [@evu265-B63]). Five of them belong to the subfamily Myrmicinae, that is, *Atta laevigata*, *Pristomyrmex punctatus*, *Solenopsis geminata*, *Solenopsis invicta*, and *Solenopsis richteri.* Conversely, *Leptomyrmex pallens* is a member of the subfamily Dolichoderinae. For *At*. *laevigata* and *P*. *punctatus*, the original descriptions of the mtDNA placed the *trnN* in the α-strand between *trnR* and *trnS1*, that is, the standard position in the PanGO arrangement ([figs. 1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#evu265-F2){ref-type="fig"}; [@evu265-B37]; [@evu265-B63]). Conversely, in the species of the genus *Solenopsis* ([@evu265-B35]) a new placement for the *trnN* was identified in the β-strand between *rrnS* and CR. Analogously, in *L. pallens* the *trnN* was identified in the α-strand between *rrnS* and CR ([@evu265-B5]). The *trnN* genes of *Solenopsis* and *L*. *pallens* exhibit a legitimate putative anticodon ATT but do not have homologous counterparts ([@evu265-B35]). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.---Secondary structures of the ant *trnNs*. Fully compensatory base changes are substitutions that do not disrupt base pairing in the stem. They are classed here as type 1 (purine---pyrimidine vs. purine---pyrimidine, and vice versa) and type 2 ((purine---pyrimidine vs. pyrimidine---purine, and vice versa). A half compensatory change implies the substitution of a single base without the disruption of the base pairing in the stem (e.g., A-T vs. G-T). A mismatch implies the disruption of the pairing in the stem. See the supplementary multiple alignment, [Supplementary material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online, for examples. \*, *trnN* structure predicted by tRNAscan-Se program; \*\*, *trnN* structure produced through homology modeling.

The reannotation of the mtDNAs of the ants allowed the identification of the correct position of *trnN* through comparisons based on both secondary structure and sequence analysis with a broad array of homologous counterparts (see Results and Discussion).

GO Analysis 1: A Pairwise Approach Using the CREx Program
---------------------------------------------------------

Pairwise comparisons between different GOs were performed with the CREx program ([@evu265-B6]). This software analyses genomic rearrangement pathways using common intervals ([@evu265-B6], [@evu265-B7]; [@evu265-B8]). A common interval is a set of genes that appear consecutively in the two GOs being investigated. Two common intervals A and B are said to commute if either A ⊂ B, B ⊃ A, or A ∩ B = Ø. A common interval is defined a strong common interval if it commutes with every common interval. When two strong common intervals are compared, their intersection is either empty or one is totally contained within the other. The CREx program considers only strong common intervals in its analyses. From a mathematical point of view, each GO can be viewed as a signed permutation. Thus, a pair of GOs represents two signed permutations. In other words, genes located on the opposite strands of a linear chromosome, the type of data analysed by CREx, are individually marked with either a + or − sign. The analysis is performed using a unique type of graph called a strong interval tree (SIT). In a GO1 versus GO2 comparison, the SIT is a graph where the root node is an interval containing a whole permutation (GO1 or GO2), and the terminal nodes are the single genes arranged in the other GO. The internal nodes are the strong common intervals shared by the two GOs. Internal nodes (strong common intervals) are connected by branches according to a minimal inclusion relation among the intervals (i.e., there is a branch between node c and c′ if c′ ⊂ c and there is no node c″ with c′ ⊂ c″ ⊂ c). Along the branches of the SIT, the different types of rearrangements can be analysed. Given that CREx performs its analyses on GOs obtained from linear chromosomes, the GOs determined for the various mtDNAs must be first linearized starting from a reference gene (here, usually *cox1*).

The CREx program models rearrangements involving transpositions, inversions, inverse transpositions as well as TDRLs ([@evu265-B55]; [@evu265-B10]; [@evu265-B26]). CREx produces transformational pathways in which the common strong intervals, shared by the pairs of GOs, are preserved in all intermediate steps. Once the whole set of strong common intervals has been determined for a pair of GOs (e.g., GO1 and GO2) CREx heuristically identifies the most parsimonious transformational pathways that connect GO1--GO2 and vice versa.

The number of shared common intervals (NSCI) is a genomic distance that can be used to compare the level of similarity or dissimilarity of two GOs. Identical GOs exhibit the highest NSCIs whereas highly divergent GOs have low NSCIs. Pairwise NSCI-based genomic distances were calculated for the Hymenoptera GOs (see Results and Discussion). The placement of the CR was also taken into account in the GOs during the analysis.

GO Analysis 2: A Phylogenetic Approach Using the TreeREx Program
----------------------------------------------------------------

When multiple and highly variable GOs are analysed, it is necessary to apply the phylogenetic approach, implemented in the program TreeREx, for inferring the evolutionary pathways leading to the observed diversity of GOs ([@evu265-B7]). A fully bifurcating rooted reference tree is necessary. On this tree, the pairwise scenarios computed by CREx are mapped along the branches using TreeREx software that can also infer the putative GOs at the internal nodes. The strategy used by TreeREx is described below. To simplify this description, consider a three-taxon rooted tree (\[A, B\], C) with A+B branching from the internal node M. To determine the rearrangement scenario M→A occurring along the branch connecting M to A: 1) first, the B→A and C→A transformational scenarios are pairwise computed using CREx; and 2) then, the M→A scenario is constructed considering only the rearrangements common to B→A and C→A. The same approach is applied to the M→B scenario that is derived from the intersection of the A→B and C→B transformations. To verify the correctness of the inferred M→A and M→B scenarios, the rearrangements determined along the M--A branch are applied, starting from M node and those inferred from the X--B branch are applied starting from B. If the two resulting GOs are identical, they represent the ancestral GO computed for node M, and the node is said to be consistent. In the TreeREx output every consistent node is green colored (see Results and Discussion). Now, consider a four-taxon rooted tree (\[A,B\], \[C,D\]) with A+B branching from the internal node M and C+D from the internal node N. In this case, the M→A scenario is formed by the intersections of the common rearrangements identified by CREx for the B→A, C→A and D→A scenarios. If one or more scenarios computed by CREx is incorrect, or if the phylogenetic tree is wrong, the intersection may be empty. Thus, an M→A scenario cannot be determined in this way. To circumvent this limit TreeREx attempts to produce nonempty intersections by ignoring one of the pairwise scenarios. Therefore, a first (M→A)~a~ scenario is produced from the intersection of the B→A and C→A scenarios (D→A, excluded) and then a second (M→A)~b~ scenario is made through the intersection of B→A and D→A (C→A excluded). If one of these alternative scenarios is consistent (i.e., matches the definition provided above), then the corresponding GO is assigned as an ancestral GO to the M node. If both (M→A)~a~ and (M→A)~b~ are consistent, the most parsimonious of the two is used to infer the ancestral GO for node M. Every node for which the GO is determined by this procedure is referred to as 1-consistent and has a yellow background in the TreeREx output. If also this strategy fails a third reconstruction approach named fallback mode is applied. Consider again the three-taxon topology; first, all of the intermediate GOs that can be obtained from A to B and vice versa are computed. Then, TreeREx selects an intermediate GO for node M that minimizes the number of rearrangements necessary to pass from the M-GO to the C-GO. In the case of the four-taxa tree, the GOs attributed to M and N nodes represent intermediates GOs with a minimum distance, one for each pair (AB or CD). The nodes determined with the fallback method are colored red in the output. TreeREx works in a bottom-up manner through the iterative analysis of triplets or quadruplets of GOs to determine the whole set of GOs for the entire tree.

In the TreeREx analysis, the consistent nodes are considered to be the most reliable, the 1-consistent nodes exhibit an intermediate level of certainty, and the fallback nodes have the highest level of uncertainty. For further details on how TreeREx works, see [@evu265-B7] and [@evu265-B29].

The TreeREx settings in the various analyses were the default settings suggested at the website: -s (strong consistency method applied) -w (weak consistency method applied) -W (parsimonious weak consistency method applied) -o (get alternative base pair scenario for prime nodes; applied or not in different analyses) -m = 0 (maximum number of reversion + TDRL scenarios considered). (<http://pacosy.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/185-0-TreeREx.html>, last accessed December 10, 2014; [@evu265-B7]). To summarize the meaning of these settings as they apply here, we applied a global strategy to search for alternative rearrangements scenarios. In doing so, we used algorithms of varying stringency in one analysis such that every node of the reference phylogenetic tree was defined by a GO, regardless of the certainty level for that node.

GO Analysis 3: A Phylogenetic Tree for Hymenoptera
--------------------------------------------------

As mentioned above, the reference tree used by TreeREx is very important for reliable reconstruction of the evolutionary scenario that produced the studied GOs (see also following paragraph). The phylogeny of Hymenoptera, a mega order encompassing more than 150,000 species ([@evu265-B1]), is not well established, and alternative hypotheses exist at both high and low taxonomic levels on how the different lineages should be grouped (e.g., [@evu265-B62]; [@evu265-B15]; [@evu265-B64]; [@evu265-B82]; [@evu265-B71]; [@evu265-B69]; [@evu265-B24]; [@evu265-B83]; [@evu265-B38]; [@evu265-B60]; [@evu265-B70]; [@evu265-B40]; [@evu265-B43]; [@evu265-B88]). One view is presented in [figure 4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"} (see also [supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). In this topology, Aculeata and Icheneumonoidea are sister taxa, as are Ceraphronoidea and Evaniodea. Conversely, Orussidae and Cephidae are taxa branching off early from the base of Hymenoptera. All ant species analysed in this article belong to the Formicoid clade, while data exist neither for the Poneroid clade nor for the subfamily Leptanillinae that is the sister taxon of the Formicoid and Poneroid clades ([@evu265-B54]). The phylogenetic relationships within the Formicoid clade were derived from [@evu265-B54]. For the genus *Apis*, we followed [@evu265-B47].

GO Analysis 4: Alternative Topologies Tested
--------------------------------------------

In the TreeREx analyses, 23 species of Hymenoptera were considered ([fig. 4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). *Cephus cinctus* (Cephidae) and *Orussus occidentalis* (Orussidae) belong to lineages that branch off near the root of the Hymenoptera tree, and their placement is undisputed in the analysed data set. All other taxa are members of the Apocrita, a very well supported clade containing most of the Hymenoptera ([@evu265-B1]). The apocritan species considered here belong to four distinct lineages. *Conostigmus* sp. (Megaspilidae) is a member of the superfamily Ceraphronoidea. *Evania appendigaster* (Evaniidae) and *Pristaulacus compressus* (Aulacidae) belong to the superfamily Evanioidea. *Cotesia vestalis* and *Spathius agrili*, both members of the family Braconidae, and *Diadegma semiclausum* (Ichneumonidae) are included in the superfamily Ichneumonoidea. All remaining species belong to the very well-defined clade Aculeata. *Abispa ephippium* is included in Vespidae, whereas *Wallacidia oculata* is a member of Mutillidae. The eight species of ants belong to Formicidae. *Philanthus triangulum* is contained in Crabronidae, whereas *Bombus ignitus*, *Apis cerana*, *A.florea*, and *A.mellifera ligustica* are members of the family Apidae. The phylogenetic relationships among the major lineages of Apocrita are not well established, and different views exist (see references listed earlier). This uncertainty also affects the relationships identified among Aculeata, Ceraphronoidea, Evanioidea, and Ichneumonoidea. Within the Aculeata, a critical point is the monophyly of the superfamily Vespoidea (sensu [@evu265-B15]), represented here by *Ab. ephippium*, *W. oculata*, and the ant species. Thus, nine different topologies depicting all of the plausible alternative phylogenetic arrangements (those obtained in previous studies) were created and used in TreeREx analyses to test their effect on the GOs reconstruction (data not shown). The different topologies did not alter the overall results. Minor changes were observed on the GOs reconstructed for a limited number of intermediate nodes. However, they did not involve the pivotal rearrangements described in detail below and may be viewed as the result of the uncertainty that inevitably affects these analyses. Thus, these alternative topologies were not further considered.

GO Analysis 5: Dating the Pivotal Nodes
---------------------------------------

To estimate the time of appearance of the key rearrangements observed in the GOs analysed in this study, we obtained estimates of geological dating from the reference book of [@evu265-B34]. Thus, our dating system was based exclusively on estimates derived from fossil records and represents a conservative approach to determine the appearance times of pivotal taxa. In the case of the clade Dytrisia + Tischeriidae + Palaephatidae (Lepidoptera), this dating time was 110--120 Ma. For the evolution of Hymenoptera GOs, the pivotal points in the reference tree were: 1) the origin of Hymenoptera Apocrita (an undisputed clade) 200--205 Ma; 2) the origin of Aculeata (another undisputed clade) 150--160 Ma; and 3) the origin of ants (Formicidae) 110--120 Ma.

We attempted neither to produce a phylogeny of Hymenoptera using the mtDNAs sequences, nor did we try to use a molecular clock due to very limited taxon sampling.

Results and Discussion
======================

Essential Features of the mtDNAs of *F.fusca* and *M. scabrinodis*
------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, the complete mtDNAs of the ants *F. fusca* (Formicidae Formicinae) and *M. scabrinodis* (Formicidae Myrmicinae) were sequenced and fully annotated. The Next-Gen final assembly of *F. fusca* was 16,673 bp long and contained 87,975 reads. The other statistics for this assembly were: base coverage = 100%; mismatch = 0%; average coverage depth = 525,995; maximum coverage depth = 9,842. The Next-Gen final assembly of *M. scabrinodis* was 15,310 bp long and contained 119,239 reads. The other statistics for this assembly were: base coverage = 100%; mismatch = 0%; average coverage depth = 778,344; and the maximum coverage depth was 1,324. The mtDNAs of *F*. *fusca* and *M*. *scabrinodis* contain the full set of 37 genes found in insect mtDNAs. A detailed description of these genomes, except for the analysis of GOs below, will not be presented here.

The Placement of *trnN* in Ant mtDNAs
-------------------------------------

As noted in the Materials and Methods section, two placements have been postulated for the *trnN* in the mtDNAs of the ants. The reannotation of published ant mtDNAs confirmed the presence of *trnN*s in the standard PanGO position in *At*. *laevigata*; and *P. punctatus.* The same situation was true for the newly determined mtDNAs of *F*. *fusca* and *M*. *scabrinodis*. Conversely, the reannotation of the mtDNAs of the *Solenopsis* species as well as *L. pallens* revealed *trnN*s in the standard PanGO placement in these ants as well. These reannotated *trnN*s are in the following places in the original genomes: 1) *L. pallens*, base 4,673--base 4,738; 2) *S*. *geminata*, base 4,657--base 4,724; 3) *S*. *invicta*, base 4,680--base 4,747; and 4) *S*. *richteri*, base 4,682--base 4,748. For all of the aforementioned *trnNs*, the secondary structure was inferred using the program tRNAscan-SE or through a homology modeling process ([fig. 2](#evu265-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Secondary structures were successfully obtained for all of the *trnNs*. The *trnN* of *L*. *pallens* exhibited a mismatch in the sixth base pair of the acceptor stem, while in all of the species of *Solenopsis*, the TΨC stem was formed by only 2 bp and had a large TΨC loop. A mismatch was also present in the first pair of the anticodon stem in *M*. *scabrinodis*. Finally, *At*. *laevigata* exhibited a mismatch in the fourth pair of the TΨC stem. The multiple alignment containing the ant *trnNs* and their homologous counterparts exhibited a high level of conservation. Furthermore, the reannotated *trnNs* of *Solenopsis* and *L. pallens* share the GTT anticodon with all of their counterparts (see the supplementary multiple alignment of *trnNs*, [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). Mismatches were observed in several Hymenoptera taxa included in this multiple alignment that affected all of the stems.

The "alternatively placed" *trnTs*, originally designed for *Solenopsis* and *L. pallens*, did not return any putative orthologous counterpart in a BLAST search against Genbank. They do not align with typical insect *trnNs*. Finally, these supposed *trnNs* possess a putative ATT anticodon instead of the fully conserved GTT anticodon present in standard hexapoda *trnNs*. We do not see any reason to maintain these *trnNs* and consider them to be the result of incorrect annotation.

Globally, the reannotated *trnNs* of the *Solenopsis* species and of *L. pallens* 1) can be folded into the expected cloverleaf secondary structure, 2) can be aligned with the orthologous counterparts of a broad selection of Hexapoda with a high level of conservation, 3) share the GTT anticodon with all of their counterparts, and 4) exhibit the expected PanGO placement.

It is true that some mismatches are present in the stems, but this is a well-known phenomenon for the mtDNAs of insects (e.g., [@evu265-B66]). These types of mismatch are frequently observed even in well conserved tRNAs (e.g., [@evu265-B56]). The mismatches are apparently corrected through various editing processes or represent non-Watson/Crick base pairings ([@evu265-B56]).

We conclude that there is overwhelming evidence that in the ant mtDNAs sequenced thus far, the true *trnN* exhibits the standard PanGO placement. This finding affects the GO of *Solenopsis* species and of *L. pallens* (see below).

The GOs of Ants and a Comparison to the GOs of Butterflies
----------------------------------------------------------

The GOs of *F. fusca* and *M. scabrinodis* were compared with those known for Hymenoptera as well as for other Insecta. Compared with PanGO, the mtDNA of *F*. *fusca* exhibits a transposition of *trnM* on the α-strand that generated the ant1GO depicted in [figure 3](#evu265-F3){ref-type="fig"}. The dolichoderinae ant *L. pallens* shares the ant1GO with *F. fusca* (see paragraph above). Conversely, *M*. *scabrinodis* exhibits an ant2GO shared with other myrmicinae ants, that is, *At. laevigata* and species of the genus *Solenopsis* ([fig. 3](#evu265-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Ant2GO differs from ant1GO by a second transposition involving *trnV* on the β-strand. Finally, the myrmicine *P. punctatus* exhibits an ant3GO that differs from the ant2GO by the presence of a third transposition involving the *trnD* on the α-strand. Thus, the most parsimonious and simplest explanation is that the evolutionary pathway that generated the antGOs started from PanGO, and through three successive rounds of duplication random loss events, ended in ant3GO ([fig. 3](#evu265-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Within Hymenoptera the ant1GO-ant3GO are currently known only for the ant species listed above. Very surprisingly, the ant1GO was identical to the lep1GO found in most of Lepidoptera, thus demonstrating the occurrence of convergent evolution between these distinct lineages of insects ([figs.1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#evu265-F3){ref-type="fig"}). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.---Pairwise comparisons and GO evolution in ants and Lepidoptera mtDNAs. Rearrangements in the GOs of Lepidoptera and ants are investigated and depicted with respect to PanGO. T1--T3, transposition events; dlr, duplication random loss, mechanism producing the observed re-arrangement. \*, related to the species of *Solenopsis* analysed in this article ([supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). The time dating is expressed in millions of years and was obtained from [@evu265-B34]. The genomic and genetic nomenclature, as well as the color scheme, are the same as in [figure 1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"}. The genes that changed position relative to PanGO are shown with a pink/red background.

Tracing of the Evolutionary Scenarios Leading to the Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera GOs
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The transposition of *trnM* is the only rearrangement known for most of Dytrisia. A major exception is represented by *Erynnis montanus* ([@evu265-B86]), which exhibits a second transposition of *trnS1* on the α-strand ([fig. 3](#evu265-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Contiguous copies of single tRNAs are also known (e.g., *trnS1a--trnS1b* in the butterfly *Coreana raphaelis*; [@evu265-B42]), but they do not have a deep impact on the study of the GO evolution in Lepidoptera and are not further considered here. Pairwise comparisons with PanGO were sufficient to establish a plausible order of appearance of the rearrangements that characterized the evolution of the Lepidoptera GOs ([fig. 3](#evu265-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, numerous and diverse GOs are present in Hymenoptera. In this latter case, a phylogenetic approach was necessary to identify a reasonable order of appearance of the rearrangements that occurred during the evolution of the hymenopteran GOs. The available hymenopteran mtDNAs represent a very sparse taxonomic sampling. Furthermore, uncertainties exist with respect to the phylogenetic relationships among various lineages. Despite these limits, a consensus phylogeny of Hymenoptera was produced, and the evolution of the different GOs was tracked along this tree using the TreeREx program that was developed for this specialized task (see [Materials and Methods](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1)). Results of this analysis are presented in [figure 4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"} (see also [supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online) and show that a GO identical to the ant1GO emerged very early in the evolution of Hymenoptera at the onset of the lineage Apocrita (node 4), that is, the clade encompassing the vast majority of Hymenoptera. Taking information from the fossil record into account, the appearance of the ant1GO can be placed in the early Jurassic period (200--205 Ma; [fig. 4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Using a more stringent approach in terms of consistent GO reconstruction and phylogenetic certainty (node 6, Aculeata an undisputed clade), the ant1GO occurred at least 160--150 Ma in the late Jurassic period. Finally, if a very stringent approach is used (node 8, the ant clade) the ant1GO appeared at least 110--120 Ma in the Cretaceous period. In the analysed taxa, the MIQ arrangement is still present in *D. semiclausum* (a parasitic wasp of the superfamily Ichneumonoidea), in *Pristaulacus compressus* (a parasitic wasp of the superfamily Evanioidea), and in all ants sequenced to date. It is also conserved in the partial mtDNA of *Enicospilus* sp., again an ichneumonid wasp ([@evu265-B24]; see [supplementary fig. S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). MIQ was certainly present at the base of the Aculeata clade (node 6; wasp, ants, bees, and many more), but was successively disrupted in the highly rearranged mtDNAs of bees (*Apis* genus and *B. ignitus*) wasps *Ab. ephippium* (a eumenid wasp), and *W. oculata* (a mutillid wasp). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.---The evolution of GOs in Hymenoptera. Nodes are colored according the output of the TreeREx program ([@evu265-B7]). Green node, consistent node. Yellow node, 1-consistent node; red node, fallback node. The different colors reflect the level of uncertainty that characterizes the reconstruction of the GO. The red nodes exhibit the highest level of uncertainty with respect to alternative GOs, whereas yellow and green nodes are more reliable in their reconstructions. The GO reconstructions are provided solely for nodes that are pivotal to this article. For a detailed reconstruction for all nodes, included the TreeREx scores see the [supplementary figure S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online. \*, multiple copies of S1 (3) considered just once in the TreeREx analysis; \*\*, multiple copies of L2 considered just once in TreeREx analysis. The dating times are expressed in millions of years and were obtained from [@evu265-B34]. The genomic and genetic nomenclature, as well as the color scheme, are the same as in [figure 1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"}. The genes that changed their position relative to PanGO are shown with a pink/red background.

The levels of structural divergence among the known hymenopteran GOs and PanGO were expressed in terms of the NSCI, a measure of genomic similarity calculated by the CREx program ([table 1](#evu265-T1){ref-type="table"}). Ant1GO proved to be the most similar to PanGO (NSCI: 1,258 over 1,400), whereas ant2GO was the next most similar (NSCI: 1,124 over 1,440). Table 1Shared Common Intervals Calculated in Pairwise Comparisons Performed with the CREx Program*N*Taxon123456789101112131415161718192021221Pancrustacea GO1,4002*Cephus cinctus* GO1,1901,4003*Orussus occidentalis* GO8809581,4004*Diadegma semiclausum* GO8387805361,4005*Cotesia vestalis* GO2322381421201,4006*Spathius agrili* GO5125183723344381,4007*Conostigmus* sp. GO234232154212421201,4008*Pristaulacus compressus* GO8928829525741283581481,4009*Evania appendigaster* GO666666668486742861486621,40010*Abispa ephippium* GO1,0061,0588886481383781849466521,40011*Wallacidia oculata* GO1,0601,0007907262645182367666148181,40012*Leptomyrmex pallens* ant1GO1,2581,2589688562665562361,0106701,0661,0621,40013*Formica fusca* ant1GO1,2581,2589688562665562361,0106701,0661,0621,4001,40014*Atta laevigata* ant2GO1,1241,1209507502064762361,0006561,0609941,2581,2581,40015*Myrmica scabrinodis* ant2GO1,1241,1209507502064762361,0006561,0609941,2581,2581,4001,40016*Pristomyrmex punctatus* ant3GO1,0601,0568927002105382269406089989341,1901,1901,3281,3281,40017*Solenopsis* genus ant2GO1,1241,1209507502064762361,0006561,0609941,2581,2581,4001,4001,3281,40018*Philanthus triangulum* GO9989386987742325341926685287141,0609989988748748188741,40019*Bombus ignitus* GO3804422603441002181562442043283563823823223223443224921,40020*Apis florea* GO360358244320882021782501703103003643643143143363143965201,40021*Apis cerana* GO358358244318882021782481703083003623623123123343123965201,3281,40022*Apis mellifera ligustica* GO360358244320882021782501703103003643643143143363143965201,4001,3281,400[^4]

The evolutionary pathway postulated by TreeREx for the most basal nodes of the Hymenoptera tree ([fig. 4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"}) implied a greater number of rearrangements than the most parsimonious scenario to produce the ant1GO arrangement presented in [figure 2](#evu265-F2){ref-type="fig"}. In the TreeREx analysis, *trnM* was initially transposed upstream to the CR (node 2), thus producing a GO identical to that observed in *C.cinctus*. The successive step generated an arrangement identical to that observed in *O. occidentalis* (node 3), and only later did the ant1GO emerge (node 4). However, this part of the TreeREx reconstruction exhibited a high level of uncertainty, such that the reconstructions generated by the software are no better than the alternative scenarios (see Materials and Methods and [supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). Therefore, we can postulate an alternative scenario where the ant1GO appeared at node 2 and remained unchanged in node 3. Both *C*. *cinctus* and *O*. *occidentalis* GOs can be transformed in ant1GO by a single event of transposition of *trnM*. Thus, the TreeREx Scenario and our alternative scenario are equally parsimonious in term of rearrangements. Indeed, both require three events of transposition to move from PanGO (node 1) to the ant1GO (node 4), and both fully describe the observed GOs.

The TreeREx scenario is not supported by the NSCI values that show that both *C*. *cinctus* (NSCI: 1,190 over 1,440) and *O*. *occidentalis* (NSCI: 880 over1,400) GOs are structurally different from PanGO more than ant1GO and even ant2GO. Thus, the TreeREx scenario favored an implausible pathway, implying an early appearance of more apomorphic GOs and a successive reversion to the most plesiomorphic state (see also below). Conversely, our alternative scenario was supported by the NSCI scores. Thus, the available evidence suggests the possibility that the ant1GO emerged near to or even at the root of the Hymenoptera tree. This hypothesis needs to tested through a dense sampling of mtDNAs obtained from lineages branching off near to or from the base of the Hymenoptera root.

The mtDNAs of the Apocrita Scelionidae *Idris* sp. and *Ceratobaeus* sp. and that of the sawfly *Al.luctifer* became available too late to be fully analysed in this study (see Materials and Methods). However, we were able to compare their GOs with our results.

Many tRNAs (10--11) of both scelionid mtDNAs are involved in different types of rearrangements, that is, inversions, transpositions, and inverted transpositions, with respect to PanGO ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). The *trnM* is located on the β-strand upstream to the CR. The Scelionids mtDNAs have highly rearranged GOs, as demonstrated by their NSCI values (*Idris* sp., NSCI: 562 over 1,400; *Ceratobaeus* sp., NSCI: 518 over 1,400). Thus, they were not pivotal to understanding the first steps of GO evolution in Hymenoptera, and they were considered no further. More interesting was the GO observed in the mtDNA of *Al*. *luctifer*. This species belongs to Tenthredinidae, a lineage branching-off close to the base of Hymenoptera tree. *Al.luctifer* is a sister group of the Hymenoptera pictured in [figure 4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"} (see Phylogenetic references in the [Materials and Methods](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) section). The *Al*. *luctifer* GO was similar to PanGO (see [supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online) and exhibited an inverted transposition of *trnM*+*trnQ*. The high similarity was corroborated by the NSCI score (1,192 over 1,440), which was slightly lower than the 1,258 value calculated for ant1GO ([table 1](#evu265-T1){ref-type="table"}). The *Al*. *luctifer* GO was compared with ant1GO using CREx ([fig. 5](#evu265-F5){ref-type="fig"}). The transformational pathway going from ant1GO to the *Al*. *luctifer* GO required two sequential inversion events involving *trnM* (I1) and *trnQ* (I2) and a TDRL move (blue pathway in [fig. 5](#evu265-F5){ref-type="fig"}). The alternative pathway (the red pathway in [fig. 5](#evu265-F5){ref-type="fig"}) required the simultaneous inversion of *trnM* and *trnQ* (I1) followed by two sequential transpositions involving first *trnM* (T1) and then *trnQ* (T2). As noted in the introduction, an inversion, a transposition or an inverted transposition observed in a pairwise comparison between two GOs, are reversible rearrangements that do not establish the order of the changes ([@evu265-B59]). Conversely, a TDRL move is an "irreversible" change that allows the order of the rearrangements to be determined. In other words, the ant1GO is plesiomorphic with respect to *Al*. *luctifer* GO, which is an important finding that corroborates our results on the antiquity of ant1GO. If the *Al*. *luctifer* GO is the standard GO for Tenthredinidae, this finding will further push back the appearance of the ant1GO very near to or even at the base of the Hymenoptera clade. This supposition requires further corroboration. Regardless of the uncertainties of the early steps of GO evolution, what is evident from the data presented above is that the ant1GO appeared very early in the cladogenetic process leading to the diversification Hymenoptera. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 5.---Transformational pathways between ant1GO and *Al. luctifer* GO. Numbered in blue are the steps of the transformation pathway leading from ant1GO to *Al*. *luctifer* GO, whereas numbered in red are the steps of the opposite pathway. T1--T3, transposition events; dlr, duplication random loss, mechanism producing the observed rearrangement; I1-I2, inversion events; irp, intramitochondrial recombination process generating the observed re-arrangement. The genomic and genetic nomenclature, as well as the color scheme, are the same as in [figure 1](#evu265-F1){ref-type="fig"}. The genes that changed position relative to PanGO are shown with a pink/red background.

Identification of New Homoplastic Rearrangements among Insect GOs
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Partial or complete mtDNAs sequenced for other insects exhibiting GOs different from PanGO were analysed to check for the presence of undetected homoplasies. Four further homoplastic rearrangements were identified ([fig. 4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figs. S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) and [S7](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online).

Transposition of *trnP* generating the PT versus TP rearrangement occurred independently three times in the mtDNAs of the hymenopteran *D*. *semiclausum*, *Ph*. *triangulum*, and *B*. *ignitus* ([fig. 4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"}; [@evu265-B20]; [@evu265-B90]; [@evu265-B41]). Transposition of *trnC* generating the CW versus WC rearrangement found in many Neuroptera (see above) occurred independently in the braconid wasp *S. agrii* ([fig. 4](#evu265-F4){ref-type="fig"}) and in the Hemiptera Delphacidae ([@evu265-B92], [@evu265-B93]; [supplementary fig. S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). However, Neuroptera, *S. agrii*, and Delphacidae all have distinct different GOs. Analogously, the transposition of *trnR* producing the RA versus AR rearrangement that is characteristic of the mosquitos of the Culicidae family arose independently twice in the beetles *Peploptera acromialis* (Chrysomelidae) and *Naupactus xanthographus* (Curculionidae; [@evu265-B73]; [@evu265-B77]). In this latter case, only partial mtDNAs exist for both species; thus, it was not possible to fully compare their GOs to that of mosquitos ([supplementary fig. S6](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). Finally, the transposition of Y on the β-strand created the YC versus CY rearrangement in Ichneumonid *D*. *semiclausum* and *Enicospilus* sp. (Hymenoptera) ([@evu265-B24]; [@evu265-B90]) and in whiteflies of the Aleyrodidae family (Hemiptera; [@evu265-B75]). Even in this case, comparison of the complete mtDNAs reveals very different GOs for *Enicospilus* sp., *D*. *semiclausum*, and whiteflies ([supplementary fig. S7](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online).

Implications for the Study of mtDNA GO Evolution
------------------------------------------------

The analyses presented here shed new light on the evolution of mtDNA GOs in the Hymenoptera. Our study shows that the ant mtDNAs exhibit less divergent rearrangements with respect to PanGO and that the ant1GO appeared at the onset (maybe before) of the Apocrita, that is, the largest phyletic lineage of Hymenoptera, and represents the plesiomorphic condition for this clade.

Until recently, the analysis of GOs was performed through pairwise comparisons due to the absence of suitable bioinformatic tools allowing for more sophisticated investigations. This approach led to an overestimation of the number of rearrangements detected. This point is exemplified by the behavior of *trnM*, which seemed to have independently generated the MIQ arrangement three times ([@evu265-B24]), while the reconstruction provided here suggests that this event occurred only once. Our study underscores the necessity of a phylogenetic approach coupled with new sophisticated algorithms, like those implemented in TreeREx, to properly reconstruct the evolution of GOs in mtDNAs that are created by complex patterns of rearrangements.

Fully homoplastic identical GOs had previously been identified only twice in vertebrate taxa ([supplementary fig. S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evu265/-/DC1) online). In birds, two GOs (named here bird1GO, bird2GO) exist, and the bird2GO has appeared repeatedly in separate lineages ([@evu265-B52]). This interpretation has been questioned ([@evu265-B12]; [@evu265-B11]) because the arrangements of 37 genes are identical when the CR is not considered. However, the CR encodes the origin of replication for the mtDNA, thus in our view, its placement cannot be ignored. The amphisbaenian reptile *Rhineura floridana* has a GO identical to the bird1GO, the most widespread GO in birds ([@evu265-B49]). Vertebrata exhibit a limited number of GOs ([@evu265-B9]); thus, convergence could be the result of constraints of limited gene mobility in this peculiar clade.

This study demonstrates that identical GOs can occur even in a clade such as the Insecta that is GO-rich and dynamic in term of rearrangements ([@evu265-B16]). Our results favor the view that convergent evolution in GOs is a general phenomenon of the animal mtDNA and is not restricted to a particular lineage. The ant1GO/lep1GO represents the oldest documented event of this type of convergence for animal taxa. Both the ant1GO and the lep1GO appeared very early in the cladogenesis ([@evu265-B34]) of Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera and emerged, respectively, in the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods.

The analyses presented here strongly corroborate and extend earlier findings that gene movements in mtDNAs occur preferentially along specific pathways. This characteristic reduces the number of possible arrangements that are likely to be observed and drastically increases the probability of convergent evolution in GOs. Convergence can be limited to the sharing of local homoplastic rearrangements or involve the full rearrangement of a GO. Based on earlier work, tRNAs are likely the most mobile genes ([@evu265-B55]; [@evu265-B16]). Finally, the genes most prone to homoplastic rearrangements are contiguous in the genome or located around the origin of replication of the mtDNA ([@evu265-B12]; [@evu265-B11]; this article).

Our results reveal that local homoplastic rearrangements, and even completely homoplastic GOs, are more common than previously thought. Sequencing of additional mtDNAs, especially through new genomic technologies, is progressing at a very fast pace. It is plausible that the number of observed GOs will increase rapidly, as will the identification of local or global homoplastic rearrangements. However, most of the partly or fully homoplastic GOs will remain as important molecular signatures, provided that they are considered in a phylogenetic and systematic context and that comparisons are made on complete GOs rather than focusing on local arrangements. Even if the Dytrisia + Tischeriidae + Palaephatidae group shares an identical GO with some ants, having the lep1GO is a synapomorphic molecular signature that characterizes this clade and distinguishes its members from the other Lepidoptera taxa. Analogously, the GO found in Culicidae is an apomorphy within Diptera ([@evu265-B3]; [@evu265-B53]; [@evu265-B4]) even if these mosquitos share the RA versus AR rearrangement with some beetles ([@evu265-B77]). The same reasoning can be applied to the other local homoplastic rearrangements described above.

Therefore, regardless of their level of homoplasy, GOs have a lot to offer. However, to paraphrase the suggestion provided by [@evu265-B12], GOs must be wisely evaluated.
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